With **industry-leading range** & extended battery lives, the **Cryptix Sensors** provide tamper proof design and reliable security additions for the **Helix panel**.

**Nanomax** is the smallest full-featured security transmitter in the industry. NanoMax detects the opening and closings of doors and windows. The alarm will signal when the magnet is pulled away from the NanoMax or when the external contact is opened.

**Trident** is an integrated environmental sensor. Trident is designed to detect flood conditions and extreme temperatures. Trident can be configured to report custom high and low temperature trip points set within the Helix panel.

**Door/Window Sensor** is a full-featured security transmitter with industry-leading wireless range and battery life. Door/Window Sensor detects the opening and closing of doors and windows. The alarm will signal when the magnet is pulled away from the sensor or when an external contact is opened.

**Glass Break Sensor** identifies the sound of breaking glass and transmits a signal to the Helix panel when mounted 4-25 feet from the protected window. Glass Break sensor is cost-effective way to extend the coverage area for any home or business.

**Tilt** allows you to safely monitor doors or equipment that lift or tilt. The Tilt sensor alarm signals at an approximate 30-degree tilt.

**PIR Motion** is a PyroflexTM sensor with HighBarTM signaling. PIR Motion sensor features a 44-foot range with a 90-degree field of view. PIR Motion sensor also features Pet Immunity of up to 85 pounds.
These **accessories** enhance and augment the **Helix panel** and sensors, for limitless configurations that fit your customers lifestyle!

**Keyfob** features a pivoting, built-in keyring, and recessed buttons to protect against "false pocket alarms". Keyfob features tactile button clicks and LED blinks for feedback.

**Wireless Siren** is a wall-powered, remote siren, synchronized to the Helix panel, featuring backup battery power, unparalleled wireless range, and a cover tamper. The Helix panel can support up to 8 Wireless Sirens.

**HeliPad™** is a wireless, Bluetooth security keypad providing two-way communication with the Helix panel. Helipad is a fully wireless, full status security keypad delivering several firsts to the security industry. The Helipad e-ink display provides real-time status updates. The clean, sleek design delivers a high contrast display, ensuring easy reading in high and low light conditions.

**IP HD Camera** features fixed WiFi with IR lights and motion detection. The IP HD Camera can communicate with a wireless router without an Ethernet cable, but features an Ethernet option. The camera is supplied with a mounting bracket, outlet power supply and Ethernet cable.

**PINpad** is a small keypad featuring 1-button arming with a secure, 4-digit disarm code. PINpad can be wall-mounted, mounted on a car visor, or carried in a purse or backpack.
Expansion Cards

HELIX PANEL

These **modules** can be placed in the expansion slots of the **Helix panel**. Allowing for a custom tailored panel that fits the **individual customer’s needs**.

**WiFi** Connects panel to local WiFi Network, Easy, tool-free installation, Enables: Alarm Reporting, Interactive Control Functions, all through broadband connection.

**CDMA** this module can be added to expansion in slot 1 the Helix panel. It provides alarm reporting and interactive services to be offered over Verizon or Sprint networks as either primary or back-up communication paths.

**Z-Wave** card provides communications with door locks, appliance modules, or thermostats enabling a broad range of home automation features.

**Translator** this expansion card can be placed in expansion slot 3 of the Helix panel. The Translator enables the Helix system to receive signals from Honeywell, 2GIG, GE, DSC or Napco sensors. Helix programming options determines the panel communication path.

**Combination Z-Wave & Translator** this combination board can be placed in expansion slot 3 of the Helix panel. It enables both translator and Z-Wave services to be offered on a Helix installation.